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This paper proposes an efficient curve fitting technique used to determine the lightning impulse parameters.
The fitting curve, a modified double exponential function, is introduced to describe not only an ideal lightning impulse wave form but also a deformed one theoretically described by a triple exponential function, which is caused by a residual inductance in a generating circuit. The proposed expression is applied to measured digital record set as well as theoretically generated data. By assigning suitable weights to an objective function, precise parameter values are deduced by Levenberg-Marquardt method after small iterative calculations. The conversion formula from the modified double exponential function to a triple exponential function is also introduced with a theoretical background. (10)式にしろ， (17)式にしろ， で与えられる誤差の 2 乗の和(目的函数)を最小にする変 表 1 図表タイトル Table 1 . Approximations for three exponential functions. 
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